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Abstract – Bitcoin’s success as a cryptocurrency enabled it to penetrate into many daily life transactions. Its problems 
regarding the transaction fees and long validation times are addressed through an innovative concept called the Lightning 
Network (LN) which works on top of Bitcoin by leveraging off‑chain transactions. This made Bitcoin an attractive micro‑ 
payment solution that can also be used within certain IoT applications (e.g., toll payments) since it eliminates the need for 
traditional centralized payment systems. Nevertheless, it is not possible to run LN and Bitcoin on resource‑constrained IoT 
devices due to their storage, memory, and processing requirements. Therefore, in this paper, we propose an ef icient and 
secure protocol that enables an IoT device to use LN’s functions through a gateway LN node even if it is not trusted. The 
idea is to involve the IoT device only in signing operations, which is possible by replacing LN’s original 2‑of‑2 multisignature 
channels with 3‑of‑3 multisignature channels. Once the gateway is delegated to open a channel for the IoT device in a secure 
manner, our protocol enforces the gateway to request the IoT device’s cryptographic signature for all further operations on 
the channel such as sending payments or closing the channel. LN’s Bitcoin transactions are revised to incorporate the  
3-of‑3 multisignature channels. In addition, we propose other changes to protect the IoT device’s funds from getting 
stolen in possible revoked state broadcast attempts. We evaluated the proposed protocol using a Raspberry Pi 
considering a toll payment scenario. Our results show that timely payments can be sent and the computational and 
communication delays associated with the protocol are negligible.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) has been adopted in various 
domains at a great pace in the last decade as it brings nu‑ 
merous opportunities and convenience [1]. In such appli‑ 
cations, typically resource‑constrained IoT devices sup‑ 
ply data from their sensors to remote servers through a 
wireless connection. With their increased capabilities, 
we have been witnessing applications where an IoT de‑ 
vice may need to do inancial transactions. For instance, 
IoT devices may be used in commercial applications such 
as toll systems, where an on‑board unit acting as an IoT 
device on a vehicle may need to do automatic payments as 
the vehicle passes through a toll gate [2]. Similarly, 
there are other cases such as automated vehicle charging, 
parking payment, sensor data selling, etc. where micro‑ 
payments need to be made [3, 4].
In these applications, the common feature is device‑to‑ 
device (D2D) communication which may not involve any 
human intervention. Therefore, transactions should be 
automated. While these automated payments may be 
linked to credit card accounts of device owners, this is not 
only inconvenient but also requires the involvement of 
third parties that will bring additional management over‑ 
head. In this context, cryptocurrencies have great poten-
tial to provide a smooth payment automation. Thus, a 
successful merge of IoT and cryptocurrency technologies 
such as Bitcoin [5] and Ethereum [6] looks promising.

However, despite their popularity, mainstream cryp‑ 
tocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum suffer from 
scalability issues in terms of transaction con irmation 
times and throughput [7]. This increases the transac‑ 
tion fee and makes their adoption infeasible for micro‑ 
payments. The Payment Channel Network (PCN) idea has 
emerged as a second layer solution to address this prob‑ 
lem by utilizing off‑chain transactions [8]. For instance, 
Lightning Network (LN) [9] is the PCN solution designed 
for Bitcoin which exceeded 20,000 nodes in three years. 
While LN is a successful solution, the current LN pro‑ 
tocol cannot be run on most IoT devices because of the 
computation, communication, and storage requirements 
[10]. As well known, IoT devices are mostly resource‑ 
constrained and most of them are not capable of running 
the LN protocol where a full Bitcoin node (e.g., as of to‑ 
day 349 GB of storage area is required) has to be run‑ 
ning alongside an LN node. Additionally, a robust Inter‑ 
net connection and relatively high computation power are 
required to receive and verify new blocks for the Bitcoin 
node. Even if we can empower some IoT devices with 
the needed resources, these IoT devices still need to be
always online to receive synchronization messages from 
both Bitcoin and LN, which is not realistic for IoT either.
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Therefore, there is a need for a lightweight solution that 
will enable resource‑constrained IoT devices to utilize LN 
for micro‑payments. To this end, in this paper, we pro‑ 
pose an ef icient and secure protocol where an IoT device 
can connect to an untrusted LN gateway that already hosts 
the full LN and Bitcoin nodes and can: 1) open/close LN 
channels and 2) send payments on behalf of the IoT device 
when requested. Our approach is similar to a delegation 
approach which comes with almost negligible computa‑ 
tion and communication overheads for the IoT devices. 
We are proposing to incentivize the LN gateway to partic‑ 
ipate in this payment service by letting it charge IoT de‑ 
vices for each payment it processes.

In our proposed protocol, we introduce the concept of 
3‑of‑3 multisignature LN channels, which involves signa‑ 
tures of all three channel parties (i.e., the IoT device, the 
LN gateway, and a bridge LN node to which the LN gate‑ 
way opens a channel for the IoT device) to conduct any 
operation on the channel as opposed to using the LN’s 
original 2‑of‑2 multisignature channels. This modi ica‑ 
tion to the channels is possible by changing the LN’s Bit‑ 
coin scripts which play a critical role in our protocol as it 
prevents the LN gateway from spending the IoT device’s 
funds. More speci ically, the LN gateway cannot spend 
the IoT device’s funds in the channel without getting the 
IoT device’s cryptographic signature which consequently 
means that the IoT device’s funds are secure at all times. 
Since LN’s original protocol is modi ied, this also necessi‑ 
tates revisiting the revoked state broadcast issue of LN. We 
offer revisions to protect the IoT device’s funds in revoked 
state broadcast attempts when 3‑of‑3 multisignature LN 
channels are used.

To assess the effectiveness and overhead of the proposed 
protocol, we implemented it within a setup where a Rasp‑ 
berry Pi sends LN payments to a real LN node through a 
wireless connection. We considered two real‑life cases in 
the experiments: a vehicle at a certain speed making a toll 
payment through a wireless connection and a customer 
paying for a coffee at a coffee shop using his/her smart‑ 
watch. We demonstrated that the proposed protocol en‑ 
ables the realization of timely payments with negligible 
computational and communication delays. We separately 
provide a security analysis of the proposed protocol.

The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Sec‑ 
tion 2, we provide the related work. Section 3 describes 
the LN, its underlying mechanisms and its protocol spec‑ 
i ications. System and threat model are explained in Sec‑ 
tion 4. We explain the proposed protocol in detail in Sec‑ 
tion 5. Security analysis against the assumed threats is 
provided in Section 6. We present our evaluation results 
for the proposed protocol in Section 7. Finally, the paper 
is concluded in Section 8.

2. RELATED WORK
The closest work to ours is from Hannon and Jin [11]. 
They propose to employ LN‑like payment channels to give 
IoT devices the ability to perform off‑chain transactions. 
Since an IoT device does not have access to the blockchain, 
they use a pool of two different third parties which are 
called the IoT payment gateway and watchdog to aid the 
IoT device in the process. Using game theory, they show 
that the protocol reaches an equilibrium given that the 
players follow the protocol. However, this approach has a 
major issue: They assume that the IoT device can actually 
open LN‑like payment channels to the IoT gateway. While 
it is not clear how it can be done, the authors also do not 
have a proof of concept implementation of the approach 
which is another puzzling aspect of the work.
Robert et al. [12] proposed IoTBnB, a digital IoT market‑ 
place, to let data trading between the data owners and the 
users. In their scheme, after the user selects which item to 
buy from the marketplace, it is redirected to an LN mod‑ 
ule that performs the payment. This LN module is host‑ 
ing the full Bitcoin and LN nodes. However, the authors 
are focused on integrating LN into an existing IoT ecosys‑ 
tem rather than enabling individual IoT devices to use LN 
that are not part of such an ecosystem. Additionally, in 
their system, the IoT device’s funds are held by wallets 
belonging to the ecosystem which raises security and pri‑ 
vacy concerns. In our work, we cover a broader aspect 
of IoT applications and IoT’s funds are not held by third 
parties.
A different work focusing on Ethereum micro‑payments 
rather than Bitcoin was proposed by Pouraghily and Wolf 
[13]. They employ a Ticket‑Based Veri ication Protocol 
(TBVP) for a similar purpose, enabling IoT devices to per‑ 
form inancial transactions in an IoT ecosystem. By us‑ 
ing two entities called contract manager and transaction 
veri ier, attempts are made to reduce the performance 
requirements on the IoT devices. There are some is‑ 
sues with this approach: 1) It is mentioned that the IoT 
funds are deposited into an account jointly opened with 
a partner device. Since the details are not provided, it 
raises security and privacy concerns. 2) The scheme uti‑ 
lizes Ethereum smart contracts and TBVP was compared 
with 𝜇Raiden [14] which is an Ethereum payment chan‑ 
nel framework targeting low‑end devices. However, this 
comparison might not be reliable as 𝜇Raiden develop‑ 
ment was dormant for more than 2 years. In our work, 
we targeted Bitcoin and LN which are actively being de‑ 
veloped and currently dominating the market.
A recent work by Profentzas et al. [15] proposes TinyEVM, 
an Ethereum based off‑chain smart contract system to en‑ 
able IoT devices to perform micro‑payments. The authors 
tried to tackle the problem by modifying Ethereum vir‑ 
tual machine and running it on the IoT device. In our ap‑ 
proach, we only require the IoT device to generate sig‑ 
natures, which is not a resource‑intensive operation. An‑ 
other work, [16], focuses on data transactions for IoT us‑ 
ing  payment  channels. A  slightly different  work by
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authors of [17] explores using LN for delivering patch 
updates to the IoT devices. They employ LN in the 
process of claiming rewards upon successful delivery of 
the patch updates.
There have been commercialized implementation efforts 
to create lighter versions of LN for low‑resource devices. 
Neutrino [18] is one of them which is a Bitcoin light client 
speci ically designed for LN. The idea is to use the block 
headers only as opposed to using the whole blockchain. 
Breez [19] is another example which a mobile client based 
on lnd [20] and Neutrino. While a portion of the IoT de‑ 
vices might be able to run these software, they still need 
to be online to synchronize block headers. Thus, we pro‑ 
pose a solution that does not require staying online all the 
time or synchronizing any messages after coming online. 
This work is an extension to our poster paper [21] with a 
lot of new content. 1) The poster version does not have 
the full details of the proposed protocol. In this paper, 
we explain the protocol in detail and show the modi ica‑ 
tions to LN’s existing speci ications. 2) The poster version 
does not have related work and background sections. In 
this paper, we give comprehensive background informa‑ 
tion on LN and provide the related work. 3) In this jour‑ 
nal version, we present the threat model and the security 
analysis that did not exist in the poster version. 4) The 
evaluation section in the poster version only has the WiFi 
experiments. In this paper, we present Bluetooth exper‑ 
iments in addition to the WiFi. Additionally, we present 
another use‑case scenario in the experiments and provide 
a cost analysis.

3. BACKGROUND
In this section, we provide comprehensive background 
information on LN, its components and speci ications to 
help understand our approach.

3.1 Lightning network
LN was introduced by Poon and Dryja in 2015 in a tech‑ 
nical paper [9]. After 2 years of its introduction, it was 
implemented by Lightning Labs and started being used on 
Bitcoin mainnet [22]. The intuition behind developing LN 
which is a layer‑2 payment channel network is to solve 
Bitcoin’s scalability problem. Similar to Bitcoin, LN is a 
peer‑to‑peer distributed network but it is not standalone, 
rather it is operating on top of Bitcoin. The idea of cre‑ 
ating networks on top of blockchains is not new [8]. For 
Bitcoin, it is possible to create and deploy such networks 
like LN by utilizing its smart contract feature [23]. In this 
way, secure payment channels can be established which 
can be used by users for instant and almost free Bitcoin 
transactions. When enough of these payment channels 
are opened by the users, they form a network of payment 
channels. Then, this network can be utilized by new users 
to route their payments to speci ic destinations. Such pay‑ 
ments where the existing channels on LN are utilized are 
called multi‑hop payments. This feature of LN eases the
onboarding process for new users to start using the net- 
work for sending/receiving payments.

While LN is mostly serving end users and merchants, 
there are other entities within it that serve different pur‑ 
poses. For example, an end user trying to connect to the 
LN using a mobile device will be connecting to a gateway 
node. Such gateway nodes directly serve the end users 
and earn fees by routing the payments. After connecting 
to the LN, the end user’s payments have to be conveniently 
routed to other participants of the network. Bridge nodes 
serve this purpose. They enable the connectivity between 
the existing gateway nodes and also earn routing fees. 
Even though they have different names, bridge nodes and 
gateway nodes are essentially all regular LN nodes distin‑ 
guished by their roles in the network. Fig. 1 summarizes 
the virtual topology of the LN. The network is highly scal‑ 
able and can support millions of transactions per second. 
After its creation, LN grew exponentially reaching 21,310 
nodes maintaining 48,915 channels at the time of writing 
this paper [24].
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Fig. 1 – An illustration of the topology of LN adapted from [25]. Pay‑ 
ments can be routed over existing channels.

3.2 Underlying LN mechanisms
In this section, we will brie ly touch upon the key concepts 
of LN which are crucial to understanding the protocol de‑ 
scriptions. To explain these concepts, we use an example 
case where Alice opens an LN channel to Bob with the pur‑ 
pose of sending him LN payments.
Funding transaction: When Alice wants to open a channel 
to Bob, she needs to construct a proper funding transac‑ 
tion irst. This on‑chain transaction determines the chan‑ 
nel capacity which is the amount of funds that will be com‑ 
mitted to the channel. Once Alice creates the transaction, 
she sends the outpoint1 to Bob. Receiving the outpoint, 
Bob can send a signature to Alice which will enable her to 
broadcast the funding transaction to the Bitcoin network. 
In Fig. 2, Alice opens a channel to Bob with a 5 Bitcoin ca‑ 
pacity. Once funds are committed to the channel, she can 
send off‑chain payments to Bob up to a total of 5 Bitcoins.

1Transaction outpoint is the combination of the transaction output and 
  the output index.
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Fig. 2 – A depiction of the on‑chain channel opening and closing transactions and off‑chain payments in LN.

Commitment Transaction: When Alice starts sending Bob 
off-chain payments, her and Bob’s balances on the chan-
nel will change. In Fig. 2, Alice sends 3 different pay‑ 
ments to Bob with amounts 1 Bitcoin, 2 Bitcoins, 1 Bitcoin 
respectively. Since these transactions are not on‑chain 
(i.e. not mined by miners thus not included in the blocks), 
there has to be a different mechanism to keep track of 
each parties’ balances in the channel. This is done by 
the commitment transactions. A commitment transaction 
is a type of Bitcoin transaction speci ically designed for 
LN. A payment channel consists of states, changing with 
each payment. In each state, parties have different bal‑ 
ances which are recorded onto their commitment trans‑ 
actions. We illustrated Alice’s commitment transaction in 
Fig. 3 after she initiates a payment of 1 Bitcoin to Bob. 
The inputs to her commitment transaction are: 1) fund‑ 
ing transaction outpoint and a signature from Bob. She 
receives Bob’s signature for each new state which enables 
her to broadcast her commitment transaction if required. 
As for the outputs, there are 3 of them as shown in Fig. 
3. Output 1 is for Alice’s balance on the channel. If she 
broadcasts her commitment transaction for any reason, 
she can claim her funds from this output after waiting k 
number of blocks. Output 2 is for Bob’s balance on the 
channel which Bob can spend immediately. Finally, Out‑ 
put 3 is for the 1 Bitcoin payment Alice sent to Bob. We 
will explain it next.

Commitment Tx (Held by Alice)

Funding Transaction Outpoint, Bob's Signature

Alice's balance on the channel. She can spend this output 
using her private key but has to wait k number of blocks
or 
Bob can spend this output immediately using Alice's
revocation private key if Alice cheated
Amount: 4 BTC 

Bob's balance on the channel and it is immediately
spendable by Bob
Amount: 0 BTC

Output 1

Output 2

Output 3

Output for the HTLC payment and spendable by Bob if he
knows the payment preimage R
or
Alice gets it back after block height w
Amount: 1 BTC

Input

Fig. 3 – An illustration of the commitment transaction stored at Alice.

HTLCs: Hash Time Locked Contracts (HTLCs) are a core
part of LN and they enable sending conditional payments. 
As the name suggests, an HTLC payment is hash and time 
locked. This means that the recipient of the payment has 
to redeem it within a certain period of time by revealing 
a secret otherwise the payment is returned to the sender. 
When Alice initiates a payment of 1 Bitcoin to Bob, she 
creates a new commitment transaction and adds an addi‑ 
tional output to it called the HTLC output (Output 3 in Fig. 
3). The steps taken in this process are as follows: Alice 
asks Bob to generate a secret called preimage. Bob takes 
a hash of the preimage and sends the hash to Alice. Al‑ 
ice creates an HTLC using this hash and sends the HTLC 
to Bob. Receiving the HTLC, Bob reveals the preimage to 
Alice to prove that he was the intended recipient of the 
payment. This inalizes the payment. The important de‑ 
tail here is that, if Bob does not reveal the preimage on 
time, 1 Bitcoin will be returned to Alice.
Revoked State Broadcast: We brie ly mentioned in the 
commitment transaction part that, the irst output of 
Alice’s commitment transaction is conditional. If Al‑ 
ice broadcasts her commitment transaction, she can re‑ 
deem her funds from Output 1 only after waiting k num‑ 
ber of blocks, in other words, her funds are timelocked. 
This mechanism of LN is to prevent possible cheating at‑ 
tempts that might arise from broadcasting old commit‑ 
ment transactions. If Alice broadcasts a revoked (old) 
state, Bob can sweep Alice’s funds in the channel (Out‑ 
put 1) by using the revocation private key of the respective 
channel state while Alice is waiting to redeem the funds 
for the duration of the timelock. Publishing an old state 
is tempting for Alice since she initially had 5 Bitcoins in 
the channel which is more than what she has now (i.e. 4 
Bitcoins). However, this cheating attempt will result in Al‑ 
ice losing all her funds in the channel. Therefore, channel 
parties are disincentivized from cheating with this time‑ 
lock mechanism in the commitment transactions.

3.3 Basis of lightning technology
Basis of Lightning Technology (BOLT) documents spec‑ 
ify the LN’s layer‑2 protocol completely. Different imple‑ 
mentations of LN follow these speci ications to be com‑ 
patible with each other. We propose changes to BOLT #2 
and BOLT #3 to implement our protocol. These two spec‑ 
i ications are explained below.
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3.3.1 BOLT #2: Peer protocol for channel 
management

This protocol [26] explains how LN nodes handle chan‑
nel related operations thus called the peer protocol for
channel management. An LN channel has three phases
which are channel establishment, normal operation, and
channel closing. We propose modi ications to this proto‑
col to incorporate the IoT device in channel operations.
High‑level explanations related to each channel phase are
given below.
Channel Establishment: To establish a channel, the fund‑
ing node irst sends an open_channel message to the
fundee, who replies with an accept_channel message.
Then, the funder creates the funding and the commitment
transactions. It signs the fundee’s commitment trans‑
action and sends the signature to the fundee in a fund‑
ing_created message. The fundee also sends its signa‑
ture to the funder in a funding_signed message. Then,
the funder broadcasts the funding transaction to open the
channel which becomes usable after exchanging the fund‑
ing_lockedmessages.
Normal Operation: Now that the channel is opened, it
can be used to send/receive payments. Both nodes can
offer each other HTLCs with update_add_htlc messages.
The sender of the payment irst updates the commitment
transaction of the receiver, signs it, and sends the sig‑
nature in a commitment_signed message. Receiving the
signature, the receiver applies the changes and sends a
revoke_and_ack message to the sender to revoke the old
state. Finally, the sender also applies the changes to its
own commitment transaction which completes the pay‑
ment.
Channel Close: Both nodes can close the channel when
they want. To initiate a mutual channel closing, one of
the nodes sends a shutdownmessage which is replied by
a shutdownmessage by the counterparty. This means no
new HTLCs are going to be accepted. Then, the nodes
start negotiating on a channel closing fee through clos‑
ing_signed messages until they both agree on the same
fee. Once negotiated, the mutually agreed channel clos‑
ing transaction is broadcast to the Bitcoin network and
the channel is closed. Nodes can also choose to close a
channel by broadcasting their latest commitment trans‑
action. However, this is not the preferred way to close a
channel in LN and is only recommended to be done when
the counterparty is not responding.

3.3.2 BOLT #3: Bitcoin transaction and script
formats

This speci ication [27] explains the format of LN’s Bitcoin 
on‑chain transactions. Following this protocol is essential 
as it ensures that the generated signatures are valid. The 
transactions that are speci ied in this protocol are: 1) the 
funding transaction, 2) the commitment transactions and 
3) the HTLC transactions. Before explaining them, we irst
describe some terminology related to Bitcoin.

SegWit: Segregated Witness (SegWit) was a Bitcoin soft‑ 
fork that became active in 2017. It ixed the transaction 
malleability problem. Before SegWit, it was possible to 
change the transaction ID (txid) of a transaction after it 
was created. Eliminating malleability also enabled de‑ 
ploying LN onto Bitcoin.
P2WSH: Pay‑to‑Witness‑Script‑Hash (P2WSH) is a type 
of Bitcoin transaction that uses SegWit. Before SegWit 
upgrade, Bitcoin was using Pay‑to‑Script‑Hash (P2SH) 
transactions.
Witness: It is the part of a SegWit transaction that is not in‑ 
cluded when the transaction is hashed and signed. Thus, 
witness does not affect the txid.
Witness Script: This is the script that describes the condi‑ 
tions to spend a P2WSH output.
Bitcoin Opcodes: Operation codes (opcodes) specify the 
commands to be performed in computer languages. For 
Bitcoin, its scripting language has a number of opcodes 
that de ine various functions. For instance, OP_CHECKSIG 
checks whether a signature is valid.
Now, we brie ly explain LN’s Bitcoin transactions below 
as speci ied by BOLT #3.
Funding Transaction Output: This is a P2WSH out‑ 
put with a witness script: 2 <pubkey1> <pubkey2> 2 
OP_CHECKMULTISIG. It sends the funds to a 2‑of‑2 mul‑ 
tisignature address which is generated from pubkey1 and 
pubkey2. pubkey is also referred to as funding_pubkey.
Commitment Transaction Outputs: A commitment trans‑ 
action currently can have up to 6 types of outputs. These 
outputs are:

1. to_local Output: This P2WSH output is for the funds 
of the owner of the commitment transaction and it 
is timelocked using OP_CHECKSEQUENCEVERIFY. It can 
also be claimed immediately by the remote node if it 
knows the revocation private key.

2. to_remote Output: This P2WPKH output is for the 
funds of the remote node which is immediately spend‑ 
able by him/her.

3. to_local_anchor and to_remote_anchor Output: 
This P2WSH output was recently added to prevent 
cases where the commitment transaction cannot be 
mined by miners due to insuf icient fees. With this 
non‑timelocked output which both nodes can spend, 
the commitment transaction’s fee can be changed for 
faster mining.

4. Offered HTLC Outputs: This is a P2WSH output for the 
HTLCs that are offered to the remote node. It either 
sends the funds to the HTLC‑timeout transaction after 
the HTLC timeouts or to the remote node that can claim 
the funds using the payment preimage or the revoca‑ 
tion key.

5. Received HTLC Outputs: This is a P2WSH output for 
the HTLCs that are received from the remote node. 
The remote node can claim the funds after the HTLC 
timeouts or by using the revocation key or; the funds 
are sent to an HTLC-success transaction which can be 
claimed by the local node with the payment preimage.
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HTLC‑Timeout and HTLC‑Success Transactions: LN makes 
use of these two‑stage HTLCs to protect nodes from losing 
any funds2. Both HTLC transactions are almost identical 
and can be spent with a valid revocation key in case of a 
cheating attempt.
The information provided in this section is essential to 
understand the modi ications we propose to BOLT #3 in 
Section 5.4.

4. SYSTEM & THREAT MODEL
In this section, we present our system model and state the 
threat assumptions.

4.1 System model
There are ive entities in our system which are IoT de‑ 
vice, IoT gateway, LN gateway, bridge LN node, and 
destination LN node as shown in Fig. 4. The IoT de‑ 
vice wants to send payments to the destination LN node 
for the goods/services. The IoT gateway acts as an access 
point connecting the IoT device to the Internet through 
a wireless communication standard such as WiFi, Blue‑ 
tooth, 5G, etc. depending on the application. The IoT gate‑ 
way provides connectivity when the IoT device is within 
its communication range. With this Internet connection, 
the IoT device communicates with the LN gateway which 
is running on the cloud. The LN gateway hosts the full 
Bitcoin and LN nodes to serve the IoT device and collects 
fees in return for its services. Upon a channel opening re‑ 
quest from the IoT device, the LN gateway opens a chan‑ 
nel to a bridge LN node that it selects from the existing 
LN nodes on the network. This bridge LN node is used 
to route the IoT device’s payments to the destination LN 
node. While the LN gateway is free to choose any node, it 
should choose a highly connected node with many open 
channels to prevent routing failures. Our proposed sys‑ 
tem requires changes to the LN protocol. Therefore, the 
LN gateway and bridge LN node have to run the modi ied 
LN software.
We assume that both the IoT device and the LN gateway 
stay online during an LN operation such as sending a pay‑ 
ment. The IoT device can be of line for the rest of the time.

4.2 Threat model
We make the following security related assumptions:

1. The  LN  gateway  can  post old (revoked) channel
states to the blockchain. It can gather information
about IoT devices and can try to steal/spend funds
in  the  channel. However,  it  follows the proposed
protocol  specifications  for  communicating  with
the IoT device.

2. The  IoT  device  and  the  LN  gateway  have  an
encrypted  and  authenticated  communication
channel  between  them  (i.e., SSL/TLS).

2An explanation on why two-stage HTLCs are needed in LN can be found
 at https://github.com/lnbook/lnbook/issues/187.
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Fig. 4 – Illustration of our assumed systemmodel.

We consider the following attacks to our proposed system:
Threat 1: Revoked State Broadcasts: The LN gateway 
and bridge LN node can broadcast revoked states to the 
blockchain to steal money from other parties.
Threat 2: Spending IoT Device’s Funds: The LN gate‑ 
way can spend the IoT device’s funds that are committed 
to the channel by sending them to other LN nodes without 
the consent of the IoT device.

5. PROPOSED PROTOCOL DETAILS
In this section, we explain the details of the proposed 
channel opening, payment sending, and channel closing 
protocols. As mentioned in Section 3, we propose changes 
to LN’s BOLT #2 and BOLT #3 and show these changes 
throughout the protocol description.

5.1 Channel opening process
As mentioned earlier, payment channels are created by 
the on‑chain funding transaction. In our case, the IoT de‑ 
vice does not have direct access to Bitcoin and LN thus 
cannot broadcast a funding transaction by itself to open a 
channel. For this reason, we propose that the IoT device 
securely initiates the channel opening process through 
the LN gateway and generates signatures whenever re‑ 
quired. This necessitates modifying the LN’s existing 
channel opening protocol. The main modi ication is to re‑ 
quire a third signature which is going to be generated by 
the IoT device. Regular 2‑of‑2 multisignature LN channels 
are not suitable to accompany 3 signatures; therefore, we 
propose to change the 2‑of‑2 multisignature channels to 
3‑of‑3 multisignature channels. With this change, an LN 
channel can securely be opened by involving 3 parties. 
This is the main novelty in our approach.
The steps of the proposed channel opening protocol are 
depicted in Fig. 5. We explain the protocol step by step 
below:
IoT Channel Opening Request: The IoT device sends 
an OpenChannelRequest message to the LN gateway to re‑
quest a payment channel to be opened (#1 in Fig. 5). This 
message has the following ields: Type: OpenChannelRe- 
quest, Channel Capacity. Channel Capacity is speci ied by 
the IoT device and this amount of Bitcoin is taken from 
the IoT device’s Bitcoin wallet as will be explained in the 
next steps.
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Fig. 5 – Protocol steps for opening a channel. Messages in red show the 
default messages in BOLT #2.

Channel Opening Initiation: The LN gateway initiates 
the channel opening process upon receiving the request 
from the IoT device. For this, it connects to a bridge LN 
node which it selects from the existing LN nodes on the 
network. Preferably, the LN gateway chooses a node with 
many active channels to have good chances of getting the 
IoT device’s payments routed to the destination LN node. 
Upon establishing a connection, the LN gateway sends an 
open_channel message to the bridge LN node (#3 in Fig. 
5). This message includes a parameter called the fund‑ 
ing_pubkey which is a Bitcoin public key. Both channel 
parties provide their own funding_pubkey which are later 
used to construct the multisignature address of the chan‑ 
nel. Here, we propose to add the funding_pubkey of the 
IoT device in open_channel message as well. Once the 
bridge LN node receives this message, it responds with an 
accept_channel message (#4 in Fig. 5) to acknowledge the 
channel opening request from the LN gateway. This mes‑ 
sage includes the funding_pubkey of the bridge LN node.
Creating the Funding and Commitment Transactions: 
Exchanging these messages locks the channel parameters 
and the LN gateway can now start creating the funding 
transaction. Using the funding_pubkeys of all 3 parties, the 
LN gateway creates a 3‑of‑3 multisignature address which 
will be used to store the channel funds. Then, the LN gate‑ 
way creates a Bitcoin transaction from the IoT device’s
Bitcoin address to the 3-of-3 multisignature address it

generated. The on‑chain transaction fee for this trans‑ 
action is deducted from the IoT device’s Bitcoin address 
since it requested the channel opening. As a next step, the 
LN gateway creates the irst versions of the commitment 
transactions for itself and the bridge LN node. Now, the 
LN gateway and the bridge LN node need to exchange sig‑ 
natures for the newly created commitment transactions. 
Speci ically, the bridge LN node needs IoT device’s and LN 
gateway’s signatures. Similarly, the LN gateway needs the 
IoT device’s and bridge LN node’s signatures. The process 
starts with the LN gateway asking for a signature from the 
IoT device as explained next.
Getting Signature from the IoT Device: The LN gate‑ 
way now has to request a signature from the IoT device to 
be sent to the bridge LN node in the funding_created mes‑ 
sage. For this, the IoT device needs the channel param‑ 
eters that were agreed on earlier between the LN gate‑ 
way and the bridge LN node. Thus, the LN gateway sends 
a FundingSignatureRequest message (#6 in Fig. 5) to the 
IoT device having the following ields: Type: FundingSig‑ 
natureRequest, Channel Parameters. Having this informa‑ 
tion, the IoT device can generate the necessary signature 
and send it to the LN gateway in a FundingSigned message 
(#7.2 in Fig. 5) which has the following ields: Type: Fund‑ 
ingSigned, Signature.
Exchanging Signatures with the Bridge LN Node: Now 
that the LN gateway has the IoT device’s signature, it can 
generate its own signature as well and send these two sig‑ 
natures to the bridge LN node in the funding_created mes‑ 
sage (#8 in Fig. 5). This message also includes the funding 
transaction outpoint. Now, the bridge LN node is able to 
generate the signature for the LN gateway’s commitment 
transaction and sends it to the LN gateway with the fund‑ 
ing_signed message (#9 in Fig. 5). Note that, the LN gate‑ 
way does not have the IoT device’s signature for its own 
commitment transaction yet. In case the bridge LN node 
becomes unresponsive at this stage, the LN gateway can 
ask the IoT device for its signature to close the channel 
unilaterally.
Broadcasting the Funding Transaction: Now is the 
time for the LN gateway to broadcast the funding transac‑ 
tion to the Bitcoin network. After broadcasting the trans‑ 
action, the LN gateway and the bridge LN node wait for the 
transaction to reach enough depth on the blockchain (typ‑ 
ically 3). Once the required depth is reached, they send 
funding_locked messages (#11‑12 in Fig. 5) to each other 
to lock the channel and begin using it.

5.2 Sending a payment
As in the case of channel opening, the introduction of the 
IoT device requires modi ications to LN’s payment send‑ 
ing protocol as well. We incorporate the IoT device in the 
process for signature generation. The details of the pay‑ 
ment sending protocol are depicted in Fig. 6 and elabo‑ 
rated below:
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Fig. 6 – Protocol steps for sending a payment. Messages in red show the 
default messages in BOLT #2.

IoT Payment Sending Request: The IoT device sends a 
SendPayment message to the LN gateway to request a pay‑ 
ment sending (#1 in Fig. 6). This message has the follow‑ 
ing ields: Type: SendPayment, Amount, Destination Node 
ID. Here, we assume that the IoT device receives the des‑ 
tination node ID in some form (i.e. QR code) from the ser‑ 
vice provider (i.e. toll company).
Payment Processing at the LN Gateway: Upon receiving 
the request from the IoT device, the LN gateway adds an 
HTLC output to the bridge LN node’s commitment trans‑ 
action. When preparing the HTLC, the LN gateway deducts 
a certain amount of fee from the real payment amount 
the IoT device wants to send to the destination LN node. 
Therefore, the remaining Bitcoin is sent with the HTLC. 
Then, to actually offer the HTLC, the LN gateway sends 
an update_add_htlc message to the bridge LN node (#3 
in Fig. 6). As explained in Section 3, this HTLC can be 
redeemed with the payment preimage. Destination node 
ID is embedded into the onion routing packet in the up‑ 
date_add_htlc message. And the amount is also sent in this 
message.
Getting Signature from the IoT Device: Now, the LN 
gateway can apply the changes to the bridge LN node’s 
commitment transaction and get it ready for signing. As 
in the case of channel opening, two signatures are needed; 
one from the LN gateway and one from the IoT device. 
Thus, we propose the LN gateway requests a signature 
from the IoT device for the new commitment transac‑ 
tion. For this purpose, the LN gateway sends a SignTxRe‑ 
quest message (#4 in Fig. 6) to the IoT device which has 
the following ields: Type: SignTxRequest, Commitment 
Transaction. The IoT device generates a signature for this 
commitment transaction and sends it to the LN gateway 
in a TxSigned message having the following ields: Type: 
TxSigned, Signature (#5.2 in Fig. 6).

Exchanging Signatures with the Bridge LN Node: Upon 
receiving the signature from the IoT device, the LN
gateway generates its own signature as well and sends 
these two signatures to the bridge LN node in a commit‑ 
ment_signed message (#6.2 in Fig. 6). The bridge LN node 
checks the correctness of the signatures and once it veri‑ 
ies that the signatures are valid, it replies to the LN gate‑ 
way with a revoke_and_ack message (#7 in Fig. 6). This 
message includes the commitment secret of the old com‑ 
mitment transaction effectively revoking the old channel 
state.
Payment Sending Finalization: Now, the LN gateway 
can also apply the changes to its own commitment trans‑ 
action. To notify the IoT device of the successful payment, 
the LN gateway sends a PaymentSuccess message (#9 in 
Fig. 6) to the IoT device which inalizes the payment send‑ 
ing process.

5.3 Channel closing process
We brie ly mentioned LN’s channel closing mechanism in 
Section 3.3.1. An LN channel can be closed: 1) unilaterally 
when one of the channel parties broadcasts its most re‑ 
cent commitment transaction or 2) mutually where chan‑ 
nel parties agree on the closing fee and create and broad‑ 
cast a closing transaction. In our case, all 3 parties of the 
channel namely; the IoT device, the LN gateway and the 
bridge LN node can close the channel. We explain each 
case separately below:

5.3.1 IoT device channel closure
To close the channel between the LN gateway and the 
bridge LN node which was opened due to a request from 
the IoT device, the IoT device follows the proposed pro‑ 
tocol explained below, which is also shown in Fig. 7.
IoT Channel Closing Request: The IoT device sends a 
ChannelClosingRequest message to the LN gateway.
Mutual Close: The LN gateway can close the channel uni‑ 
laterally or mutually. For the mutual close case, irst, it 
sends a shutdown message to the bridge LN node to ini‑ 
tiate the closing. If there are no pending HTLCs in the 
channel, the bridge LN node replies with a shutdown mes‑ 
sage. Now, the LN gateway and the bridge LN node start 
negotiating on the channel closing fee. Basically, both 
parties offer each other a fee that they think is fair un‑ 
til they both agree on the same fee. Each offer is done 
through a closing_signed message which includes the of‑ 
fering party’s signature and the offered fee amount. When 
the LN gateway and the bridge LN node eventually agree 
on a fee, the resulting closing transaction will be broad‑ 
cast by the LN gateway. Since the LN gateway only has the 
bridge LN node’s signature for this closing transaction, it 
needs to also get the IoT device’s signature before it can 
broadcast it. Thus, we propose the LN gateway to send a 
ClosingTxRequest message to the IoT device which has the 
following ields: Type: ClosingTxRequest, Closing Transac‑ 
tion. Upon receiving the request, the IoT device generates 
a signature for the closing transaction and sends it to the
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Fig. 7 – Protocol steps for the IoT device channel closure when the LN 
gateway performs a mutual close with the bridge LN node. Messages in 
red show the default messages in BOLT #2.

LN gateway in a ClosingTxSigned message that has the fol‑ 
lowing ields: Type: ClosingTxSigned, Signature. With this 
signature, the LN gateway can now broadcast the closing 
transaction to the Bitcoin network and close the channel. 
The on‑chain fee of this transaction is paid by the IoT de‑ 
vice by deducting the fee from its balance on the channel. 
We illustrated the protocol steps for this mutual close case 
in Fig. 7.
Unilateral Close: For the unilateral close case, the LN 
gateway sends its most recent commitment transaction 
to the IoT device in a SignTxRequest message which has 
the following ields: Type: SignTxRequest, Commitment 
Transaction. Upon receiving the message, the IoT device 
generates a signature for this commitment transaction 
and sends it to the LN gateway in a TxSigned message that 
has the following ields: Type: TxSigned, Signature. Af‑ 
ter the LN gateway receives the signature, it can broad‑ 
cast the commitment transaction to the Bitcoin network 
to close the channel. Similarly, the on‑chain fee is paid by 
the IoT device.

5.3.2 LN gateway channel closure
The LN gateway can also close the channel it opened to 
the bridge LN node due to the IoT device’s request. The 
steps are very similar to the IoT channel closure case with 
minor differences. We explain it below:
LN Gateway Channel Closing Request: The LN gateway 
sends a ChannelClosingRequest message to the IoT device.
Closing the Channel: The LN gateway can close the chan‑ 
nel unilaterally or mutually and it needs the IoT device’s 
signature to be able to close the channel. Therefore, it 

follows the exact same steps given for the IoT channel clo‑ 
sure case above. The only difference is the on‑chain fee 
part. This time, channel closing is requested by the LN 
gateway; therefore, it pays the on‑chain fee. The same 
mechanism is used: the on‑chain fee is deducted from the 
LN gateway’s balance on the channel. There is a chance 
that the LN gateway might not have enough balance in 
the channel to cover the on‑chain fee. Thus, we propose 
that the LN gateway does not attempt to close the channel 
without collecting enough service fees on the channel.

5.3.3 Bridge LN node channel closure
Similar to the LN gateway channel closure case, the bridge 
LN node can close the channel unilaterally or mutually. In 
both scenarios, the LN gateway will learn about closure of 
the channel. We propose that the LN gateway noti ies the 
IoT device about the channel closure by sending it a Chan‑ 
nelClosed message. This serves as a noti ication to the IoT 
device so that it does not attempt to use the channel in the 
future.

5.4 Changes to LN’s BOLT #3
We explained in Section 3.3.2 the BOLT #3 speci ication. 
Since the channels were made 3‑of‑3 multisignature with 
the introduction of the IoT device, it requires changes to 
the LN’s Bitcoin scripts. In this section, we show the pro‑ 
posed changes to the funding transaction output, the com‑ 
mitment transactions, and the HTLC transactions.
Changes to the Funding Transaction Output: Instead 
of sending the funds to a 2‑of‑2 multisignature address, 
we propose to send them to a 3‑of‑3 multisignature ad‑ 
dress. Thus, the new proposed witness script of the 
funding transaction output is: 3 <pubkey1> <pubkey2> 
<pubkey3> 3 OP_CHECKMULTISIG.
Changes to the Commitment Transaction Inputs: We 
propose to change the commitment transaction input wit‑ 
ness to: 0 <sig_for_pubkey1> <sig_for_pubkey2> 
<sig_for_pubkey3> as now 3 signatures are needed in‑ 
stead of 2.
Addition of to_IoT Output to the Commitment Trans‑ 
actions: The LN gateway is not funding the channel. In‑ 
stead, the channel is funded by the IoT device. Therefore, 
the IoT device needs its own output in commitment trans‑ 
actions. Thus, we propose adding a to_IoT output to the 
LN gateway’s and bridge LN node’s commitment transac‑ 
tions. This output pays to the IoT_pubkey that the IoT 
device can spend with the witness <IoT_sig>.
Changes to to_local Output of the Commitment 
Transactions: Since the channel is funded by the 
IoT device, the to_local output in the LN gateway’s 
commitment transaction only holds the LN gate‑ 
way’s service fees which are sent to the LN gateway’s 
<local_delayedpubkey>. The bridge LN node’s 
to_local output is not modi ied.
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Changes to to_remote Output of the Commitment
Transactions: There are no changes to the to_remote 
outputs. The LN gateway’s to_remote output pays 
to the bridge LN node’s remotepubkey, the bridge LN 
node’s to_remote output pays to the LN gateway’s 
remotepubkey.
Changes to Offered HTLC Outputs of the Commitment 
Transactions: The witness script of this output nor‑ 
mally has OP_DROP 2 OP_SWAP <local_htlcpubkey> 2 
OP_CHECKMULTISIG which sends the funds to the lo‑ 
cal node with the HTLC‑timeout transaction. For the 
LN gateway’s offered HTLC outputs, the local node is 
the IoT device instead of the LN gateway itself, thus 
local_htlcpubkey is changed to IoT_htlcpubkey. Our 
protocol does not support offered HTLC outputs for the 
bridge LN node’s commitment transaction. This is be‑ 
cause our protocol only supports payments from the IoT 
device to destination LN nodes. This is a limitation which 
we plan to address in the future.
Changes to Received HTLC Outputs of the Commit‑ 
ment Transactions: The current design does not sup‑ 
port received HTLC outputs for the LN gateway’s commit‑ 
ment transaction as the IoT device cannot receive pay‑ 
ments on the channel. On the other hand, the bridge LN 
node’s commitment transaction supports received HTLC 
outputs and we do not propose any changes.
Changes to HTLC‑Timeout and HTLC‑Success Trans‑ 
actions: As explained above, we do not support HTLC‑ 
success transactions for the LN gateway’s commitment 
transaction as the IoT device cannot receive payment 
on the channel. Similarly, HTLC‑timeout transactions 
are not supported for the bridge LN node’s commit‑ 
ment transaction. For the HTLC‑timeout transactions 
in the LN gateway’s commitment transaction, we pro‑ 
pose having 3 signatures instead of 2. Thus, the new 
transaction input witness will be: 0 <remotehtlcsig> 
<localhtlcsig> <IoThtlcsig> <>. For the HTLC‑ 
success transactions in the bridge LN node’s com‑ 
mitment transaction, we again propose having 3 sig‑ 
natures instead of 2. The new transaction input 
witness will be: 0 <remotehtlcsig> <IoThtlcsig> 
<localhtlcsig> <payment_preimage>. Additionally, 
the local_delayedpubkey in the witness script for 
the output of the HTLC‑timeout transaction in the 
LN gateway’s commitment transaction is changed to 
IoT_delayedpubkey.

5.5 Handling revoked state broadcasts
We brie ly mentioned in Section 3.2 that Alice and Bob can 
attempt to cheat by broadcasting revoked channel states 
to the blockchain. LN uses timelocks to address this is‑ 
sue. The idea is not to let the broadcasting party spend its 
funds immediately while letting the counterparty do so. 
Since we proposed changes to the LN protocol, it requires 
revisiting the revoked state cases. Speci ically, the IoT de‑ 
vice does not store any commitment transactions nor re‑ 
vocation keys. It is only involved in signing operations.

Therefore, this situation should not result in any loss of
funds for the IoT device in possible cheating attempts by
other channel parties. We examine the possible revoked
state broadcast cases by the LN gateway and bridge LN
node separately below and show how both cases are han‑
dled properly.

5.5.1 Revoked state broadcast by the LN gate‑
way

The LN gateway can broadcast revoked commitment
transactions to the blockchain since they are already
signed by everyone. This attempt has 2 possible out‑
comes: 1) The bridge LN nodewas of line for long enough
to not realize the LN gateway was cheating. Thus, it loses
some or all of its funds in the channel depending on the
broadcast old state. 2) The bridge LN node was online
during the LN gateway’s cheating attempt thus, sweeps
all the funds in the channel using the revocation private
key of the respective old state.
The irst scenario is the famous being of line issue for the
LN nodes. All existing LN nodes are vulnerable to this at‑
tack when they are of line for extended periods of time
[28]. Therefore, it is not speci ic to our protocol and ad‑
dressing it is beyond the scope of this paper3.
However, the second scenario jeopardizes the IoTdevice’s
funds if not addressed. To handle this case, we propose
twomodi ications to theLNgateway’s commitment trans‑
action. The irst modi ication is for the to_IoT output at
which the IoT device’s funds are held. We propose that
even after a failed cheating attempt by the LN gateway,
the bridge LN node cannot spend the to_IoT output. In
other words, we propose to make this output spendable
only by the IoT device at all times. In this way, the IoT de‑
vice’s funds in the channel will be protected. The second
modi ication is proposed for the fee output (to_local)
of the LN gateway. Normally, this output is spendable by
the LN gateway only. We propose to turn it into a con‑
ditional output such that, if the LN gateway gets caught
while cheating, the bridge LN node can spend this out‑
put using the revocation private key. In other words, the
LN gateway will lose the fees it collected on the channel
if it gets caught while cheating. This modi ication disin‑
centivizes the LNgateway fromattempting to cheat there‑
fore addresses the revoked state broadcast issue. Conse‑
quently, with these 2modi ications, the IoT device’s funds
are protected and the LN gateway is disincentivized from
broadcasting revoked states. We illustrate the LN gate‑
way’s modi ied commitment transaction in Fig. 8.

5.5.2 Revoked state broadcast by the bridge LN
node

Similar to the LN gateway, the bridge LN node can also 
broadcast its revoked commitment transactions to the 
blockchain  in  an  attempt  to  cheat.  Depending  on  the
3Watchtowers [29] were proposed to protect LN nodes against this
threat.
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Amount: 4 BTC 
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bridge if it knows the payment preimage R
or
- IoT gets it back after block height w
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- Gateway's fees on the channel. It can spend this output
using its private key but have to wait k number of blocks
or
- Bridge can spend this output immediately using its
revocation private key if the gateway cheated
Amount: 0.1 BTC

Fig. 8 – An illustration of the commitment transaction stored at the LN 
gateway with the IoT output and the fee output modi ied (to_IoT and 
to_local, respectively). This commitment transaction is generated af‑ 
ter the following events: A channel with 5 BTC capacity is opened; the 
IoT device initiated a 1 BTC payment to a destination; the LN gateway 
charged the IoT device a service fee of 0.1 BTC.

published old state, it might bene it the bridge LN node. 
However, this attempt will be successful only if the LN 
gateway is of line during the attempt. This brings us back 
to the being of line issue. Basically, it is the LN gateway’s 
responsibility to stay online and protect itself against this 
attack. As this is a general LN issue, it is beyond the scope 
of this paper.

6. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we present how the attacks mentioned in 
Section 4.2 are mitigated in our approach.
Threat 1: Revoked State Broadcasts: For the attack 
where the LN gateway broadcasts a revoked state, our ap‑ 
proach proposed punishing the LN gateway. Basically, the 
LN gateway loses the service fees it collected on the chan‑ 
nel to bridge the LN node. With our punishment addi‑ 
tion, the LN gateway is disincentivized from broadcasting 
a revoked state. Additionally, we proposed a protection 
mechanism for the IoT device’s funds on the channel. In 
this way, even when the bridge LN node catches the LN 
gateway while cheating, the IoT device does not lose any 
funds. The other cases where the parties might lose funds 
because of being of line are not handled as they are gen‑ 
eral LN issues that are not related to our protocol.
Threat 2: Spending IoT Device’s Funds: Using 3‑of‑ 
3 multisignature channels secure the IoT device’s funds 
in the channel since the LN gateway cannot spend them 
without getting the IoT device’s cryptographic signature 
irst. As shown in Fig. 6, the LN gateway sends the newly 
generated bridge LN node’s version of the commitment 
transaction to the IoT device for signing in step 4. Without

performing this step, the LN gateway cannot get a signa‑ 
ture from the bridge LN node for its own version of the 
commitment transaction. Therefore, it is apparent that 
the LN gateway will not be able to complete a success‑ 
ful payment without getting a signature from the IoT de‑ 
vice. On the other hand, if we were to use LN’s original 
2‑of‑2 multisignature channels in our system, the LN gate‑ 
way could move the funds without needing a signature 
from the IoT device. Because, with a 2‑of‑2 multisigna‑ 
ture channel, the LN gateway could send its own signa‑ 
ture to the bridge LN node which would be enough for 
the bridge LN node to be able to spend its commitment 
transaction. Since the LN gateway cannot spend the IoT 
device’s funds in the channel at its own will, the IoT de‑ 
vice’s funds are always protected and can be only spent 
when the IoT device provides its signature. Consequently, 
the usage of 3‑of‑3 multisignature channels protects the 
IoT device’s funds from getting unwillingly spent by the 
LN gateway.

7. EVALUATION
In this section, we explain our experiment setup and 
present the performance results.

7.1 Experiment setup and metrics
To evaluate the proposed protocol, we created a setup 
where an IoT device connects to an LN gateway to send 
payments on the LN. To mimic the IoT device, we used a 
Raspberry Pi 3 Model B v1.2 and the LN gateway was set 
up on a desktop computer with an Intel(R Xeon(R CPU 
E5‑2630 v4 and 32 GB of RAM. This desktop computer 
was in a remote location different from that of Pi’s. For the 
full Bitcoin node installation, we used bitcoind [30] which 
is one of the implementations of the Bitcoin protocol. For 
the LN node, we used lnd v0.11.0‑beta.rc1 from Lightning 
Labs [20] which is a complete implementation of the LN 
protocol. Python was used to implement the protocol. 
We used IEEE 802.11n (WiFi and Bluetooth Low Energy 
(BLE 4.0 to exchange protocol messages between the 
Raspberry Pi and the LN gateway. In the WiFi scenario, we 
created a server & client TCP socket application in Python. 
With this, Raspberry Pi and the remote desktop computer 
communicated with each other. Raspberry Pi was con‑ 
nected to the Internet through a regular Internet modem 
which acted as the IoT gateway. For Bluetooth experi‑ 
ments, we irst paired the Raspberry Pi and the Bluetooth 
adapter of the IoT gateway. We used a laptop computer 
as the IoT gateway which had a Bluetooth adapter. Us‑ 
ing Python’s bluetooth library, Raspberry Pi and the lap‑ 
top computer communicated with each other. The laptop 
computer was programmed to talk to the LN gateway over 
the same TCP socket application that was set up. In both 
cases, the LN gateway used gRPC API [31] of lnd to com‑ 
municate with the LN node that was running on it.
To assess the performance of our protocol, we used the 
following  metrics: 1)  Time   which   refers  to  the  total
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computational and communication delays of the 
proposed protocol; and 2) Cost which refers to the total 
monetary cost associated with sending payments using 
the LN gateway.
To compare our approach to a baseline, we considered the 
case where the LN gateway sends the payments to a des‑ 
tination by itself. In other words, no IoT device is present, 
and all LN tasks are solely performed by the LN gateway.

7.2 Computational and communication delays
We irst assessed the computational and communication 
delays of our proposed protocol. The computational delay 
of running the protocol on a Raspberry Pi comes from the 
AES encryption of the protocol messages and HMAC cal‑ 
culations. We used Python’s pycrypto library to encrypt 
the protocol messages with AES‑256 encryption. The en‑ 
crypted data size for the messages was 24 bytes. For the 
HMAC calculations, we used hmac module in Python. The 
delays for these operations are shown in Table 1. As can 
be seen, they are negligible.

Table 1 – Computational delays on the IoT device
AES Encryption HMAC Calculation Total

15 ms < 1 ms 15 ms

We then measured the communication delays which are
used in other experiments to evaluate the timeliness of
the protocol. We de ine the communication delay as the
delay of sending a protocol message from the Raspberry
Pi to the IoT gateway and receiving an acknowledgment
for that message from the IoT gateway or vice versa. This
delay is also called the round‑trip time of a protocol mes‑
sage. When WiFi was used for the connection, the mea‑
sured round‑trip delay of a message was approximately 9
ms. WhenBluetoothwas used, the samedelaywas 0.8 sec‑
onds. As expected, themessage exchangeswith Bluetooth
aremuch slower compared toWiFi which is related to the
bandwidth difference between the two technologies.

7.3 Toll payment use case evaluation of the
protocol

In this part, we consider an example casewhere real‑time
response is critical. We assume a toll application where
cars pass through a toll gate and pay the toll without stop‑
ping. For this, wireless technologies are used. The cars
that enter the communication range of the toll gate’swire‑
less system immediately initiates a payment to the toll
company’s LN node through the toll’s LN gateway which
is running on the cloud. Cars are noti ied upon a success‑
ful payment. In order for this process to work, payment
sending has to be completed while the car is still in the
communication range of the toll gate’s wireless system.
As can be seen in Fig. 6, there are 4 protocol message ex‑
changes between the IoT device and the LN gateway in
our payment sending protocol. For this toll example, in
each protocol message exchange, there are 2 correspond‑
ing communication delays which are between the car and

the IoT gateway and between the IoT gateway and the LN
gateway running on the cloud. We know the communi‑
cation delays between the car and the IoT gateway from
the previous sectionwhichwere 9ms and 0.8 seconds for
WiFi and Bluetooth respectively. The delay of the com‑
munication between the IoT gateway and the LN gateway
running on the cloud on the other hand will be the delay
of a regular TCP communication between two computers.
We measured an average of 123 ms delay for this com‑
munication. The actual LN payment on the other hand
was sent in 2.1 seconds which is an average value calcu‑
lated from 30 separate payments sent at different times
throughout the day. There is also the 15 ms computa‑
tional delay at the car for each protocol message it gener‑
ates. Eventually, the total payment sending time for WiFi
was 2.658 seconds while BLE had 5.822 seconds.
We mentioned earlier that 802.11n and BLE were used
for themeasurements. The advertised range of 802.11n is
approximately 250 meters [32] and the advertised range
of BLE is around 220 meters [33]. If cars pass through
the toll gate with a speed of 50 miles per hour, there is
around 11 seconds with WiFi and 10 seconds with Blue‑
tooth available for them to complete the protocolmessage
exchanges with the LN gateway for a successful toll pay‑
ment. The results for varying vehicle speeds are shown
in Table 2. As can be seen, for both WiFi and Bluetooth
cases, our protocolmeets the deadlines even under a high
speed of 80 mph. Even in the case of Bluetooth where the
data rates are low, the deadline can bemet due to the long
communication ranges of Bluetooth 4.0. If different tech‑
nologies with limited ranges are used, cars’ speed should
be enforced accordingly.
Table 2 – Available time under different speeds tomake a successful toll
payment with WiFi and Bluetooth

WiFi Bluetooth
Vehicle Speed Available Time Satis ied? Available Time Satis ied?

50 mph 11.2 s Yes 9.8 s Yes
60 mph 9.3 s Yes 8.2 s Yes
80 mph 7 s Yes 6.2 s Yes

7.4 Coffee shop example
As another real‑life example, let us consider a case where 
customers pay for coffee at a coffee shop with their smart‑ 
watches using our protocol. This payment is less time‑ 
critical compared to the toll payments, since the cus‑ 
tomers can wait by the cashier until they get the payment 
con irmation from the coffee shop’s LN node. We already 
measured the total payment sending time for WiFi and 
Bluetooth cases which were 2.658 seconds and 5.822 sec‑ 
onds, respectively. Therefore, again in this example, the 
use of our protocol through the WiFi and Bluetooth wire‑ 
less technologies is feasible since the customers can wait 
for more than 5.822 seconds for payment con irmations. 
As an alternative, customers can also pay for the coffee us‑ 
ing an existing device in the coffee shop that is connected 
to the LN and ready to send payments using its existing LN 
channels. In this case, however, there is no IoT device in‑ 
volved; therefore, no wireless communication delays. 
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We call this option No IoT Case. Since there are no communi‑ 
cation delays in this scenario, payment sending only takes 
2.1 seconds. When compared to the case where the coffee 
is paid with a smartwatch, the difference in the payment 
sending time is the communication delays for the protocol 
message exchanges. The results of this coffee shop exam‑ 
ple are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3 – Total payment sending time comparison of all three cases for 
the coffee shop example
Our Approach ‑ WiFi Our Approach ‑ BLE No IoT Case

2.66 seconds 5.82 seconds 2.1 seconds

7.5 Cost analysis
We now investigate the total monthly payment sending 
cost of the IoT device. The only associated cost of the pay‑ 
ment sending comes from the fees the LN gateway charges 
when it sends payments for the IoT device. We assume 
that the fee that will be charged totally depends on the LN 
gateway and speci ic use case of the service (i.e., paying 
for toll, paying for coffee, etc.). For the toll example, let us 
assume that a car passes through the toll 2 times a day. If 
the toll charges $1.5 per pass, the car pays $3 a day. The 
LN gateway also charges a %k fee on top of the toll. If we 
take k=10, then the car pays $3.3 in total, $0.3 of which 
goes to the LN gateway. The LN gateway’s fee includes the 
LN’s payment routing fees which are usually around a few 
satoshi per payment [34]. Then in one month, the car will 
pay $9 to the LN gateway for the fees. While it depends on 
the driver, we believe that the re lected cost is negligible 
considering the comfort of the fast toll payments.

8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a secure and ef icient proto‑ 
col for enabling IoT devices to use Bitcoin’s LN for send‑ 
ing payments. By modifying LN’s existing peer protocol 
and on‑chain Bitcoin transactions, a third peer (i.e. IoT 
device) was added to the LN channels. The purpose was 
to enable resource‑constrained IoT devices that normally 
cannot interact with LN to interact with it and perform 
micro‑payments with other users. The IoT device’s inter‑ 
actions with LN are achieved through a gateway node that 
has access to LN and thus can provide LN services to it in 
return for a fee. In order to prevent possible threats that 
might arise from broadcasting old states, LN’s commit‑ 
ment transactions were modi ied. Our evaluation results 
showed that the proposed protocol enables LN payments 
for the IoT devices with negligible delays.
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